
Ms. Barrett  3rd Class  

Home Learning 18th – 22nd May 2020  

Hello Boys and Girls,  

Hope you are all keeping well and enjoying the sunshine. Here is the suggested 

work for this week. Try your best as you have all been doing. Also if you have made 

any nice artwork be sure to send me a picture, I’d love to see it.  If you have any 

questions don’t hesitate to send me a message on Google Classroom  

English:  

 Library book 15 mins out loud reading per day  

 Jolly Grammar pg 64 and 65  

 Reading Zone- A Hairy Story- pg 40 Activity A (make sure to use full 

sentences), Activities B, C and D can be done orally.  

 Daily Digital Diary- (you pick which background you want i’ve given you 

a few) Give an account of one day during the week. Try stay away from 

‘and then I did this... and then... and then’ use words like (next, after 

that, later on, suddenly, firstly, lastly etc.) Doesn’t need to be too long, 

5 or 6 sentences is plenty 

Gaeilge:  

 Abair Liom Chapter 16 pages 130- 133  

(PowerPoint will be uploaded and again like last week do what you 

can. There are 5 activities aim to do 2 or 3 of those)  

Maths:  

 Please don’t forget about your tables. Practice makes perfect. If you 
know these pretty well you could practice counting up in 7’s  
7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, 56, 63, 70, 77 
 

 Planet Maths- Division 3 pg 143 

This is a very difficult concept- if we were in school it could often take 

up to 3 weeks so don’t be disheartened. Small bits every day.  

*you can use lego blocks/pencils/ pieces of pasta whatever you have at 

home  

* remember if you are stuck to draw your circles and put the dots into 

each circle.  
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Maths  

This website is handy https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/division-

remainder.html 

I will include a PowerPoint with samples and hopefully this will help 

also 

I have also included 2 videos.  

 

S.E.S.E  

Look at the Powerpoint on Hedgegrow Habitat. Press this slideshow button 

and it will only allow you to see one point at a time.  

 Be able to name all the plants in the second last slide  
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